
5 “Keynote Inks” from the 
#CEBSummit in Las Vegas

Powerful talks visualized by  

Quarry and SunShine BenBelkacem



QUARRY.COM

Proud to bring you “Keynote Inks” 
It’s a match made in heaven. Kingman Ink’s SunShine BenBelkacem is 

a graphic recorder with an uncanny ability to synthesize big concepts 

and high ideas into rich, accessible visuals. And Quarry, according to 

Ann Handley of MarketingProfs, is “a new breed of B2B marketer: one 

who is part artist, part scientist, and all about driving results.” With so 

much in common, you can understand why we were enthusiastic about 

commissioning Sunshine to create these Keynote Inks at the 2015 CEB 

Sales and Marketing Summit. We think the results speak for themselves! 

If you attended the Summit, we trust that these 5 Keynote Inks are 

evocative reminders of the event. If you missed it, we hope they offer  

an entry point into the big ideas and thought leadership we heard  

in Las Vegas. 

Ken Whyte 

President, Quarry

http://www.quarry.com


Facing customers both 

overwhelmed by more 

information, more choice 

and more people, what is the 

best way for commercial to 

respond? Brent Adamson 

presents a powerful solution  

to the problem of “more.”

Principal Executive 

Advisor, CEB

Brent 
Adamson 

https://twitter.com/brentadamson
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brentadamson


In asking “How do personas 

work?” Glen Drummond calls 

out a misconception that 

can make personas not just 

ineffective, but harmful— 

and shows us how to 

distinguish great personas 

from bad ones.

Chief Innovation 

Officer, Quarry 

Glen 
Drummond 

https://twitter.com/gdrummond
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/glendrummond


Renowned psychologist  

and best-selling author  

Barry Schwartz unpacks  

years of research on choice 

and outcomes to discuss  

why customers are becoming  

even harder to satisfy. 

Business Author  

and Professor

Barry  
Schwartz, Ph.D.

https://twitter.com/BarrySch
https://www.linkedin.com/in/barrysch


Evan de la Torre outlines 

new frameworks and tools 

necessary for your sellers  

to identify and manage 

Mobilizers in order to drive 

consensus among diverse 

stakeholder types.

Executive Advisor, CEB

Evan  
de la Torre

https://www.linkedin.com/in/evandlt


Authors of the CEB’s latest 

book, The Challenger  

Customer, examine how the 

best commercial organizations 

are enabling customer 

Mobilizers to drive change 

in favor of a purchase. 

Brent Adamson,  
Matt Dixon,  
Pat Spenner  
and Nick Toman

CEB

Brent Adamson 

Nick Toman

Brent Adamson 

Matt Dixon 

Pat Spenner 

Nick Toman

https://twitter.com/brentadamson
https://twitter.com/nick_toman
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brentadamson
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mattdixonceb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrickspenner
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicktoman
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About SunShine BenBelkacem
SunShine BenBelkacem is a Chicago-based communication 

artist and writer who just wants to make stuff. Drawing on 

a keen business sense and a stunning design sensibility, 

SunShine distills spoken talks, meetings and discussions  

into works of art. She consumes herself with the content  

and is able to put pen to whiteboard to create compelling 

visual stories and summaries.

SunShine has scribed for clients including FedEx, Kraft,  

Eli Lilly, Astra Zeneca, Smuckers, Allstate, Best Buy,  

Target, GE, Diageo, GM, SNCF, BNP Parisbas, Emerson 

Engineering, Micro Motion, SAS, RSD, IBM, Snap-on, 

Wrigley and Oscar Meyer.

You can connect with SunShine @TGSservices or learn 

more about Kingman Ink at kingmanink.com.

http://www.quarry.com
https://twitter.com/tgsservices
http://www.kingmanink.com


Meet Quarry
Quarry is the modern marketing firm for brands  

with complex buying journeys. 

We create growth in two ways. Our Curve Jump® 

offer delivers strategically actionable insight to  

reset organizational views of “the customer”  

and unlock new possibilities for innovation and  

team alignment around customers, not products.  

Blending art with science, our Growth Curve® offer 

accelerates engagement with customers using the 

right modern marketing approaches at the right  

time for exceptional, measurable results. 

Intrigued? Let’s chat.

  1-877-723-2999 

QUARRY.COM  |  @QUARRY

 “Quarry represents a new 
breed of B2B marketer: 
one who is part artist, part 
scientist, and all about 
driving results.”

ANN HANDLEY,  

CHIEF CONTENT OFFICER, 

MARKETINGPROFS

http://www.quarry.com
https://www.twitter.com/quarry
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